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BOSCH HBL & HBN 600 BOSCH HBL & HBN 600 
SERIES OVENSSERIES OVENS
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HBL/HBN Series Training HBL/HBN Series Training 
ProgramProgram

!!Features and OperationFeatures and Operation
!!Model NumbersModel Numbers
!!WarrantyWarranty
!!Component Description and AccessComponent Description and Access
!!How the Oven WorksHow the Oven Works
!!Service TipsService Tips
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Features…..Features…..

!!EasyEasy--to clean glass front panel with to clean glass front panel with 
childchild--safe push away controlssafe push away controls

!!Genuine European ConvectionGenuine European Convection
!!Two speed convection fanTwo speed convection fan
!!ExtraExtra--large broiler element with 12 rodslarge broiler element with 12 rods
!!Open or closed door broiling optionOpen or closed door broiling option
!!Hidden bake element for easy cleaningHidden bake element for easy cleaning
!!Halogen oven lightsHalogen oven lights
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Features….Features….

!!Ovens available in 27” and 30” sizesOvens available in 27” and 30” sizes
!!SelfSelf--cleaning with motorized door lockcleaning with motorized door lock
!!DualDual--rated,120/208rated,120/208--240volts240volts
!!Electronic timerElectronic timer
!!Full length steel door handleFull length steel door handle
!!Two speed cooling fan, for quiet Two speed cooling fan, for quiet 

operationoperation
!!Heat indicator light Heat indicator light 
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Features….Features….

!!Internal ventilation systemInternal ventilation system
Cooking modesCooking modes

"" BakeBake
"" BroilBroil
"" Convection bakeConvection bake
"" Convection roastConvection roast
"" Convection broilConvection broil
"" Thaw/DehydrationThaw/Dehydration
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Features & Operation…. Features & Operation…. Heating Heating 
ElementsElements

Interior of oven cavity Interior of oven cavity 
showing the heating showing the heating 
elements. elements. Note Note the the bake bake 
elementelement is concealed is concealed 
beneath the floor of the oven beneath the floor of the oven 
cavity.cavity.The bake elementThe bake element
consists of a 1400W internal consists of a 1400W internal 
element and a 600W external element and a 600W external 
element. element. The broil elementThe broil element
consists of three elements, a consists of three elements, a 
1750W broil element, a 1750W broil element, a 
1400W external element and 1400W external element and 
a 750W internal element.a 750W internal element.The The 
convectionconvection elementelement is a is a 
2500W ring element.2500W ring element.
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Features and Operation….Features and Operation….
Cooking Function SettingsCooking Function Settings

In the broil modeIn the broil mode the 1750W broil element & the 1750W broil element & 
1400W external upper element come on 1400W external upper element come on 
together, with the elements in together, with the elements in 
parallel.Drawing 13.1 amps. parallel.Drawing 13.1 amps. 

In bakeIn bake both the1400W & 600W sections of both the1400W & 600W sections of 
the bake element come on in parallel, drawing the bake element come on in parallel, drawing 
8.33amps, in addition the broil element comes 8.33amps, in addition the broil element comes 
on in series with the external upper element, on in series with the external upper element, 
drawing 3.29amps drawing 3.29amps 

In convectionIn convection the 2500W ring element the 2500W ring element 
comes on drawing 10.42amps, together with comes on drawing 10.42amps, together with 
convection fan.convection fan.

Convection roastConvection roast is the same as bake, but is the same as bake, but 
with the convection fan running. with the convection fan running. 

Convection broil Convection broil is the same as broil, but is the same as broil, but 
with the convection fan running.with the convection fan running.

ThawThaw.On thaw no elements are on, however .On thaw no elements are on, however 
there is heat from the lights and the there is heat from the lights and the 
convection fan runsconvection fan runs.
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Model NumbersModel Numbers

Single Oven ModelsSingle Oven Models
!!HBL632A UC, HBL635A UC, HBL636A UC,HBL632A UC, HBL635A UC, HBL636A UC,
!!HBL642A UC, HBN642A UC, HBL645A UC,HBL642A UC, HBN642A UC, HBL645A UC,
!!HBN645A UC, HBL646A UC, HBN646A UCHBN645A UC, HBL646A UC, HBN646A UC
Double Oven ModelsDouble Oven Models
!!HBL652A UC, HBN652A UC, HBL655A UC,HBL652A UC, HBN652A UC, HBL655A UC,
!!HBN655A UC, HBL656A UC, HBN656A UC,HBN655A UC, HBL656A UC, HBN656A UC,
!!HBL662A UC, HBN662A UC, HBL665A UC,HBL662A UC, HBN662A UC, HBL665A UC,
!!HBN665A UC, HBL666A UC, HBN666A UCHBN665A UC, HBL666A UC, HBN666A UC
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Model NumbersModel Numbers
Example….HBL666A UCExample….HBL666A UC

!!HBL=30” Wall Oven, HBN=27” Wall OvenHBL=30” Wall Oven, HBN=27” Wall Oven
!!66=Double Oven both Convection66=Double Oven both Convection
!!65=Double Oven Upper Convection Only65=Double Oven Upper Convection Only
!!64=Single Oven with Convection64=Single Oven with Convection
!!63=Single Oven without Convection63=Single Oven without Convection
!!6=Color Black6=Color Black
!!5=Color Stainless Steel5=Color Stainless Steel
!!2=Color White2=Color White
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WarrantyWarranty
!!One full year from date of installation or One full year from date of installation or 

occupancy,covering both parts & labor occupancy,covering both parts & labor 
!!Extended warranty covering part only, for Extended warranty covering part only, for 

a further four years on the following parts:a further four years on the following parts:
Heating Elements, Controls and electricalHeating Elements, Controls and electrical
devices(excluding light bulbs) plus devices(excluding light bulbs) plus 
porcelain oven cavity and door liner porcelain oven cavity and door liner 
against rust through against rust through 
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Component Description & Component Description & 
Access….Access….Control panel AssemblyControl panel Assembly

The control panel  consists of a glass panel attached to a The control panel  consists of a glass panel attached to a 
frame, held by a screw at each side. the two parts are frame, held by a screw at each side. the two parts are 
supplied separately, with the following components supplied separately, with the following components 
attached to the control panel frame: Timer selector, upper attached to the control panel frame: Timer selector, upper 
and lower thermostats, upper and lower selector switches, and lower thermostats, upper and lower selector switches, 
electronic clock and indicator lights: The control panel is electronic clock and indicator lights: The control panel is 
removed by taking out two screws on each side of the removed by taking out two screws on each side of the 
frame.frame.
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Component Description & Component Description & 
AccessAccess….….Control Panel FrameControl Panel Frame

The Electronic clock is The Electronic clock is 
attached to the frame with attached to the frame with 
three screws, two of them three screws, two of them 
also hold the relay board also hold the relay board 
frame onto the edge of the frame onto the edge of the 
clock. Each selector and clock. Each selector and 
thermostat is attached to a thermostat is attached to a 
bracket with two screws, bracket with two screws, 
the brackets in turn are the brackets in turn are 
attached to the frame with attached to the frame with 
four screws each. four screws each. 
Indicator lights are a push Indicator lights are a push 
fit into the holes in the fit into the holes in the 
frame with a ribbed edge.frame with a ribbed edge.
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Component Description & Component Description & 
Access….Access….Cooling FanCooling Fan

Each oven has a two speed Each oven has a two speed 
cooling fan, when a cooking cooling fan, when a cooking 
mode is selected the fan will  mode is selected the fan will  
run at half speed to cool the run at half speed to cool the 
control panel, and keep the control panel, and keep the 
outer door cool. If the oven is outer door cool. If the oven is 
turned off and the cooling fan turned off and the cooling fan 
thermostat senses a plenum thermostat senses a plenum 
temperature in excess of 140 temperature in excess of 140 
degrees, then the fan will degrees, then the fan will 
continue to run until the continue to run until the 
temperature cools down. temperature cools down. 
When self clean is selected, When self clean is selected, 
the fan runs on high speed.the fan runs on high speed.
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Component Description & Component Description & AccessAccess……
Cooling System…ExhaustCooling System…Exhaust
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Component Description & Component Description & Access…Access…
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How the oven works….How the oven works….Selector Selector 
Switch…HBL/HBN 63 single oven no Switch…HBL/HBN 63 single oven no 

ConvectionConvection
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How the oven works….How the oven works….SchematicSchematic

HBL/HBN 63 single oven no convectionHBL/HBN 63 single oven no convection
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How the oven works….How the oven works….
Bake Cycle &Bake Cycle & Broil Cycle HBL/HBN 63Broil Cycle HBL/HBN 63

When the selector switch is turned to bake the following contacts close: 1-1a, 2-2a,4-4a, 6-6a, 9-9a,13-13a, 15-15a 
and 16-16a. L1 goes through the #2 contact and turns on the on light. Power continues through F1-F2 which is a 
relay mounted on a board attached to the back of the clock., it continues through contact 9 and powers the halogen 
light transformer, turning on the interior lights. It passes through 1-1a, normally closed cooling fan thermostat 1-3 
through the 78ohm resistor and runs the cooling fan at half speed. Power  passes through relay L1-CV through 
safety thermostat 2 to the elements. Through contacts 13,15 and 16, L1 reaches one side of the internal and external 
bake elements which are in parallel as well as the broil element and upper external element, which are in series.  L2 
power goes through contacts 6 and 4  through  the cycling contacts of the thermostat, through safety thermostat 3 
and to the other side of the elements. This gives the elements L1 and L2 and therefore 240volts to heat. The heat 
indicator light is now on and will remain on together with the elements, until the thermostat cycles opening up the 
L2 line. The broil circuit is the same except there are no bake elements on, and the upper elements are now in 
parallel, for full power.    

HBL/HBN 63 Bake HBL/HBN 63 Bake 
circuit circuit 
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How the oven works….How the oven works….Broil Broil 
Circuit....HBL/HBN 63Circuit....HBL/HBN 63
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How the Oven works….How the Oven works….Self Self 
Clean Door locking circuitsClean Door locking circuits
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How the Oven works….How the Oven works….Self Self 
Clean circuitClean circuit
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How the oven worksHow the oven works….Selector ….Selector 

Switch…HBL/HBN 64 single oven with convection Switch…HBL/HBN 64 single oven with convection 
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How the oven worksHow the oven works…Schematic…Schematic

HBL/HBN 64 single oven with convectionHBL/HBN 64 single oven with convection
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Bake circuitBake circuit

HBL/HBN 64HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Broil circuitBroil circuit

HBL/HBN 64HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works…How the oven works…ConvectionConvection

Roast circuit….HBL/HBN 64Roast circuit….HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Convection BakeConvection Bake

circuit….HBL/HBN 64circuit….HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Convection BroilConvection Broil

Circuit….HBL/HBN 64Circuit….HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works….How the oven works….Thaw circuitThaw circuit

HBL/HBN 64HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Door Door 
locking circuit…HBL/HBN 64locking circuit…HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works…How the oven works…selfself--clean circuitclean circuit

HBL/HBN 64HBL/HBN 64
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Selector Switch…Selector Switch…

HBL/HBN 65 Double Oven Convection in upper oven only HBL/HBN 65 Double Oven Convection in upper oven only 
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How the oven works…Schematic HBL/HBN 65 Double How the oven works…Schematic HBL/HBN 65 Double 
Oven  Convection in upper oven onlyOven  Convection in upper oven only
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Bake Circuit Bake Circuit 
HBL/HBN 65HBL/HBN 65

Switch contacts marked with an * refer to the lower oven Switch contacts marked with an * refer to the lower oven 
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Broil Broil 
Circuit…HBL/HBN 65Circuit…HBL/HBN 65

Switch contacts marked with an * refer to lower oven Switch contacts marked with an * refer to lower oven 
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HHow the oven works…ow the oven works…Convection Roast Convection Roast 
Circuit HBL/HBN 65Circuit HBL/HBN 65
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How the oven worksHow the oven works……Convection Bake Convection Bake 
circuit…HBL/HBN 65circuit…HBL/HBN 65
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Convection Convection 
Broil…HBL/HBN 65 Broil…HBL/HBN 65 
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Thaw CircuitThaw Circuit

HBL/HBN 65HBL/HBN 65
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Door Locking Door Locking 
Circuit Upper Oven…HBL/HBN 65Circuit Upper Oven…HBL/HBN 65
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Self Clean Self Clean 
Circuit Upper Oven…HBL/HBN 65Circuit Upper Oven…HBL/HBN 65
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Door Locking Door Locking 
circuit Lower Oven…HBL/HBN 65circuit Lower Oven…HBL/HBN 65
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Self Clean Self Clean 
Circuit Lower Oven…HBL/HBN 65Circuit Lower Oven…HBL/HBN 65
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Selector SwitchSelector Switch

HBL/HBN 66…double oven both convectionHBL/HBN 66…double oven both convection

Selector Switch Positions forSelector Switch Positions for

Upper & Lower OvenUpper & Lower Oven
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How the oven How the oven 
works… works… 
schematic   schematic   

HBL/HBN 66HBL/HBN 66

Double OvenDouble Oven

both convectionboth convection
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Bake CircuitBake Circuit

HBL/HBN 66HBL/HBN 66

Switch positions marked with an * refer to Lower OvenSwitch positions marked with an * refer to Lower Oven
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Broil CircuitBroil Circuit

HBL/HBN 66HBL/HBN 66

Switch positions marked with an * refer to Lower Oven Switch positions marked with an * refer to Lower Oven 
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Convection Convection 
Roast…HBL/HBN 66Roast…HBL/HBN 66
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Contacts marked with an * refer to Lower Oven  Contacts marked with an * refer to Lower Oven  
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a

How the oven works…How the oven works…Convection Bake Convection Bake 
Circuit…HBL/HBN 66 Circuit…HBL/HBN 66 

Switch contacts marked with an * refer to Lower Oven Switch contacts marked with an * refer to Lower Oven 
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Convection Broil Convection Broil 
Circuit…HBL/HBN 66Circuit…HBL/HBN 66

Contacts marked with an * refer to Lower OvenContacts marked with an * refer to Lower Oven
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Thaw Circuit  Thaw Circuit  
HBL/HBN 66HBL/HBN 66

Contacts marked with an * refer to Lower OvenContacts marked with an * refer to Lower Oven
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Door Locking Door Locking 
Circuits…HBL/HBN 66Circuits…HBL/HBN 66
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How the oven works…How the oven works…Self Clean Self Clean 
Circuits…HBL/HBN 66Circuits…HBL/HBN 66

Switch contacts marked with an * refer to Lower OvenSwitch contacts marked with an * refer to Lower Oven
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Service Tips…Service Tips…Short cycling of thermostatShort cycling of thermostat
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Service Tips…Service Tips…Indicator light stays onIndicator light stays on
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Service Tips…Service Tips…Oven thermostat Oven thermostat 
calibrationcalibration
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Service Tips…Service Tips…Elements used in various Elements used in various 
cooking modescooking modes
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